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If you could be any Super Hero, today, which
Super Hero would you be?

super woman
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covid exterminator
hulk
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My current attitude about the effects of COVID-19 on Canadians, myself
included, can be described as (Use single words put a comma between words
to enter multiple words).
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My current attitude about the effects and
impacts of COVID-19 on Canadian Charities and
Nonprofits as it stands today can best be
described as
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Fearful
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Cautious
8%
Cautious but optimistic
76 %
Optimistic
5%
Opportunistic/Hopeful
3%
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Pick a Time in the future for the focus of these exercises and activities (Pick
as specific a time frame as you can and remember, the most successful
people in the world are those with the longest time perspective.):
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Describe your surroundings and what you see,
hear, feel and think including who is with you
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my immediate family
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joyous relief stronger community

new together
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forms:
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Now generate a list of your deepest held values, those beliefs you hold that
are the foundation of who you are and that is the foundation of how you
make decisions, judgments. Your guiding principles

empathetic honest
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respectful
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respect honesty
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Name some strengths, capabilities and assets
you can bring to bear on your current
environment and set of circumstances.
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emotional intelligence positive relationships
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spiritually

realistic expectations
practical

determination

communication patience
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optimistic
grounded
giving
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Rate where you are today on the Kubler-Ross
Cycle
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Denial
0%
Anger
0%
Bargaining
28 %
Sadness/Depression
7%
Acceptance
41 %
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Rate where you are today on the Kubler-Ross
Cycle
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meaning/Purpose
24 %
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How would you rate today's webinar?
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